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PRE-OPERATIONS FLYING
Kelvin C. Williams • Pilot • 226 Squadron

I mentioned casually to my wife over breakfast one morning (which is when we often have
breakfast now that we are retired) that it was exactly half a century – ignoring the
aberrations of Daylight Saving Time – since I first aviated without the handicap of an
instructor spoiling my forward view. Without a word Joyce went to some secret archive
and returned with the very letter I had written to her during the evening following that
momentous event. Leaving out the soppy bits, it reads thusly:
“…the only news of national importance this week concerns my very first Solo
Flight. After weeks of soul-searching, my long-suffering instructor at last decided to risk
charges of malicious manslaughter by sending me off unencumbered. His last soothing
lines were ‘You’ve had so much practice
recovering from lousy landings that I’m
pretty sure you won’t wipe yourself off’.
Thus encouraged, I headed for my trusty
Tiger [Moth] which posterity will
remember as DH82/A17-244.
When all moveable objects and endangered
species, such as Control Towers and Pie
Vans, had been moved to a safe distance,
and the local school evacuated, I settled
myself uncomfortably on the buckles of my
parachute pack and signaled readiness to
begin the Grand Adventure. The erk De Havilland DH-82A ‘Tiger Moth’ Temora Aviation Museum
bravely raised his visor half an inch, yelled CONTACT, and swung the prop. Nothing
happened so I turned on the ignition. Scarcely had his grimy fingertips brushed the blade
this time than the motor roared enthusiastically to life and the plane bounded happily across
the grass. After an exciting exhibition of taxiing, marred only by a minor collision with the
boundary fence, I turned 244 into the wind and opened the throttle. The plane took off and,
like a true moth, headed straight for the sun; our luck was in and we missed it.
Looking over the side during my first tentative turn to port (that’s left in Air Force jargon,
dear) I could see the entire population of Benalla assembled below to witness this historymaking flight; two thousand tanned and toothy townsfolk tilted Tigerwards to take this
thrilling tableau to their trembling trochleae. The fact that three visiting Spitfires had taken
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off in tight vic formation just after me had, I remain firmly convinced, nothing to do with
their reactions. Straightening out, I flew majestically over the city proper, the seething
masses of hero-worshipping humanity packing the streets below and cramming every
possibly vantage point. Moved deeply, I raised my right arm hand to acknowledge this
touching tribute with a regal wave. 244 lurched, dropped its left wing and went into a spin
earthwards. The audience evaporated instantly, the only sign of animation remaining being
the City & Districts Ambulance throbbing expectantly outside the City Morgue. Calmly,
control column forward – three Hail Marys, kick rudder hard, Lord’s Prayer – I regained
control and turned back to the airfield. At this instant, the three Spits flashed past, tossing
me in their slipstream; it was only the iron discipline of weeks of Air Force training that
restrained me from opening to full emergency power and shooting them down.
Simultaneously.
Meanwhile, on the ground below, an intense drama was being acted out. A gale had blown
up and caused the abandonment of all flying, except Benalla’s broad-billed blackbirds,
which had been bred to these conditions. Having no R/T, I was blissfully unaware of the
emergency and nonchalantly initiated the text-book approach – the nose of the plane shall
be pointing forward and the
nose of the pilot upward;
oblivious to the apprehension
of my instructor, nervously
chewing on the leeward windsock; ignorant of the mounting
excitement of my coursemates, planning a public
auction of my Comforts Fund
parcels; insensitive to the
strength of the wind, now up to
Kelvin Williams (centre) with 226 Squadron-mates. Kelvin Williams photo
force eight on the Richter
Scale, I approached the airstrip serenely, check, three-pointed and, to my great surprise,
stopped dead.
Luckily, I forgot to throttle off and this omission prevented 244 from taking off backwards
in the high wind just long enough for the valiant ground crew to race out and throw
themselves on the wings, which fell off…”
Thanks very much to Trisha Williams for sharing this memoir by her Dad, Kelvin.
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THE CRASH OF RCAF MITCHELL 894
AND ITS CURIOUS WEEKEND
David Poissant

413 (Photographic) Squadron RCAF B-25 Mitchell 894 had been missing for five years
when on 07 Oct 52 Wilf Gibbard, while hunting for grouse, happened on its remains.

Royal Canadian Air Force B-25 Mitchell serial 894 at No. 6 Repair Depot - Trenton, Ontario

RCAF photo

RCAF 894 was built for the USAAF as B25D-1 serial 41-29877 and converted to F-10
photo configuration before delivery to RCAF on 23 April 44. She was part of the
‘Photographic Flight,’ later known as No. 413 (P) Squadron, from RCAF Rockcliffe,
Ontario with tri-camera survey installation. She operated in British Columbia in late 1947
and was reported overdue at #11 Detachment, Penticton, BC on 18 Oct 47. The following
search was called off after 4 weeks.
At 0930 (9:30am) hours PST on Friday 17 Oct 47 Mitchell 894, piloted by F/O A.G.
Robertson, had taken off from Penticton Airport. The listed purpose of the fight was to
carry out snow reconnaissance of the photographic area. Four witnesses testified during the
Board of Inquiry investigation that they saw seven RCAF personnel:





LAC Bowman, Bliss Eugene Stradie • Aero Engine Mechanic (listed as
crew/passenger)
F/O Cook, Benjamin DFM • Navigator • (Commander, No. 11 Photo Detachment)
F/O Lebel, Georges Yvan DFC • Wireless Operator
F/L MacLeod, John Leslie DFC • Pilot
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LAC Molyneux, William Hugh • Camera Operator (listed as crew/passenger)
F/O Robertson, Arthur Gold • Pilot
Cpl Sabourin, James Noah • Airframe Mechanic (listed as crew/passenger)

...which agreed with the flight Plan list filed by F/O Robertson; plus seven unlisted civilians
boarding the aircraft: Fred Knight, manager of the Canadian Pacific ‘Incola’ Hotel, at
which the RCAF crew stayed in Penticton, and his wife Beulah; Mrs. Robertson with her
son; Mrs. Cook with son and daughter, both ladies being wives of crew members. One of
the four witnesses testified that Mr. & Mrs. Knight were the only civilians to board 894
that day.

1946 - CP Incola Hotel in Penticton at 100 Lakeshore Drive; site is now a large condominium development.

Mitchell 894 landed at Calgary Municipal Airport at 1137 hours (11:37am) MST on 17
Oct 47. At 1601 (4:01pm) MST on the same day, 894 took off from Calgary for Penticton,
estimating Penticton at 1746 (5:46pm) MST; it returned to Calgary at 1646 (4:46pm) due
to weather conditions on route and remained there overnight. F/O Cook sent a telegram to
22 Photo Wing stating that he had made a “snow reconnaissance,” that further photographic
operations were impossible, and that due to weather conditions the aircraft was holding at
Calgary.
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At 1032 hours (10:32am) on 18 Oct 47, Mitchell 894 took off from Calgary for Penticton,
with Vancouver as alternate; flight being 18,000 feet IFR direct. The fuel carried was
sufficient for six hours; estimated time on route was one hour and 45 minutes.
Again, the Flight Plan filed listed only the same seven RCAF personnel.
Mr. J. McIver, driving a Brewster Taxi, testified he was called to the Canadian Pacific
Palliser hotel in Calgary where he picked up seven airmen, one male civilian and one
female civilian at 9:40am 18 Oct 47. He identified the male civilian as Fred Knight who he
knew personally; he delivered all to the “TCA Airport” in Calgary.
Allan Allison, Air Traffic Controller at Calgary Municipal Airport, testified that he saw
two civilians: one man and one woman
approach the aircraft (Mitchell 894)
before engines were started; there was
no other aircraft in the vicinity that
they could have been approaching. He
described them and said that he did not
see them after the aircraft departed.
The next contact with Mitchell 894
was at approximately 1130 hours
(11:30am) when the pilot contacted
Crescent Valley, BC Radio Range and
Calgary Municipal Airport ca 1947 Glenbow Archives photo
requested Penticton weather. Crescent
Valley acknowledged the call and broadcast the Penticton weather. The pilot of 894 failed
to acknowledge receipt; no further communication was received from 894.
The Transport Meteorology Bureau did not have a forecast station at Calgary Municipal
Airport, but the pilot did have access to the ‘hourly sequences and cross section’ of weather
across his route submitted by pilots of Trans Canada Airlines (became Air Canada) across
the route several hours previous to his take off time.
Those cross sections indicated that, throughout the major portion of the flight, Mitchell 894
would be on top of the cloud at 18,000 feet. Weather conditions at destination and at the
alternate Vancouver were good. However, if the pilot began a gradual let-down from
altitude he would be in cloud for a considerable length of time. This cloud was giving rise
to conditions of rime icing (freezing fog), which would give a build-up of ice throughout
the let-down.
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F/O Robertson had completed an Instrument Flying Course at Rockcliffe in 1946; he was
granted a white instrument card which he had maintained in force. His total flying
experience was over 1,000 hours, including more than 400 hours on Mitchells.
The flying characteristics of a Mitchell under a moderate load of ice were very poor; and
894 did not have de-icer boots; their retrofitting had been planned earlier, but the equipment
was not available at the time.
Antennae on Mitchells were very susceptible to icing. In continued flight through icing
conditions they could ice up and break off; at the very least, ice coating on the aerial would
build up and prevent reception. The fact that the pilot did not acknowledge Crescent
Valley’s weather transmission indicates that the aircraft receivers and/or radio transmitters
were already unserviceable forty-five minutes before planned arrival at Penticton.
Will Gibbard, who would find 894’s wreckage five years later, was a pack horse contractor
who delivered supplies to the Meteorological Station on Old Glory Mountain 15 miles NW
of Rossland, BC. For the RCAF inquiry, he recalled the weather in the area on 18 Oct 47
as “the worst day in seven years for that time of year. Heavy icing at about 6,500 feet
altitude, foggy, visibility fifty feet, down to about 5,000 feet. A light snow was falling all
afternoon.” He was “about a third of the way up Old Glory Mountain…at about 7,100 feet,
when I heard an aircraft. I could not see it, but everything appeared normal.” He estimated
the time to be about 10:50am.

RCAF Mitchell 894 crash site (red marker) at 49.167474˚N 117.882076˚W. Google Maps
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James Douglas, a welder from Trail, BC related “On the 18 Oct 47 I was on top of Red
Mountain, which is six miles SE of Old Glory Mountain. I heard an aircraft circling in the
vicinity of Rossland for a period of about ten minutes. Then it passed directly overhead at
a very low altitude from a southeasterly direction.” He could not remember the time of day;
the weather was very foggy with a light wet snow falling all the time he was on the
mountain. He did not hear the plane again.
On December 4, 1947, the Neepawa Banner & Press (Neepawa, Manitoba), published this
optimistic update: “Search still continues for the lost Mitchell photographic plane lost since
October 18 last. The plane piloted [sic] by Ben Cook formerly of Arden, Manitoba, was
last heard from when it sought weather information from Crescent Valley weather station
on a flight from Calgary to Penticton, BC. The rugged mountainous country over which
the plane had to pass and the poor flying weather make search very difficult especially
when no definite routes are followed by planes of this type and crew. Although several
weeks has elapsed it is hoped that the crew and passengers are safe possibly in some remote
mountain settlement without communications with the outside world.”
It was not to be.
On 5 May 1948, The Chief of Air Staff issued the announcement that the seven airmen
who had been previously reported “Missing” on 18 October 1947 were “now, for official
purposes, presumed to have died on the date indicated.”
That presumption was born out on Tuesday 07 October 1952 when Wilf Gibbard finished
cutting wood at his cabin and decided to come down through Plewman Basin for a hunt.
He spotted something shining on the hillside and, upon investigating, found it to be a plane;
he saw no human remains, spent a few minutes looking for an identifying number, then
went to Rossland and reported it to the RCMP.
The following day Gibbard, Constable P.W. Howarth, two other Rossland RCMP
constables and a reporter for the Trail Times returned. They drove to the end of the road,
then followed Sheep Lake Trail on horseback about four miles, left the horses at Murphy
Creek and continued on foot up the south fork of Murphy Creek for another three miles to
the crash site about one mile NE of Plewman Mountain at the 5,500 foot level.
The wreckage was strewn “over a good half-mile of the mountainside. No human remains
were found with the exception of a hank of woman’s hair which was found near the main
wreckage.” The hank of hair was described as two dark brown braids secured on the ends
with elastics and rolled into a bun held together with a comb. Exactly the fashion in which
Beulah Knight was known to have worn her hair. Also found were a number of personal
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items, hat badges, etc. and a wallet containing a Canadian Pacific Long Service pass in the
name of Fred M. Knight. Three watches were found; all had stopped at roughly 11:35.
Constable Howarth was asked, during the accident inquiry, if he could explain the absence
of human remains. He answered “The area in which this wreckage was found is inhabited
by wild animals, which include Grizzly Bear, and it is probable that this accounts for the
absence of human remains.”
A nine-member land search team from RCAF Sea Island arrived Rossland, BC 10 Oct 52
to assist W/C W.O. Reeves of Tactical Air Group Edmonton investigate the discovered
wreckage. The RCAF party, with 2 RCMP constables, were guided to the site by Wilf
Gibbard on 11 Oct 52, arriving at 1500 hours (3:00pm).
From 11-15 October a thorough investigation was carried out, closely supervised by W/C
Reeves. The area surrounding the initial impact required considerable digging to unearth
numerous aircraft components; also unearthed were human remains (deteriorated bones).
The aircraft was very badly demolished, indicating a terrific impact. Trees broken off in
the immediate area indicate the aircraft descended at an angle approx. 80˚ vertical,
shedding both wings 175-200 yards prior to striking the earth. Fire that followed the crash
destroyed and partially destroyed much of the wreckage. Several trees were uprooted by
the aircraft striking them near the base, and then burrowing underneath with the trees and
some earth falling over the wreckage.

Crash site looking North photo by Cpl J.H. Johnson RCAF Photo Section Sea Island.
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On Tuesday 14 Oct 52, W/C Reeves directed that all personal belongings and human
remains not required be removed from the scene and buried in a common grave in a suitable
spot near the wreckage. A grave five feet wide by ten feet long was dug close to the initial
impact where it is suspected that all persons aboard the aircraft were instantly killed. A
parachute canopy was placed on the bottom of the grave and the remains placed on the
canopy; the canopy edges were drawn in covering them and the grave was filled with earth.
A rock cairn was built at the head of the grave facing east and an iron cross with the names,
inscribed on a silver plaque, of all persons believed killed in the crash was then cemented
into the centre of the cairn. The grave and cairn was then staked out and parachute shroud
lines fastened to the four stakes marking the area of the grave.
On Wednesday 15 Oct 52 W/C Reeves, having completed his investigation at the scene,
directed that all personnel present gather at the grave to hold a brief burial ceremony in
respect of the persons who lost their lives at this spot. W/C Reeves led all personnel in
prayer. Following the ceremony and repeating of the Lord’s Prayer in unison, everyone
present replaced their caps and saluted the cross. They departed the scene for Rossland at
1400 hours (2:00pm) 15 Oct 52.

Left: W/C Reeves leads the gravesite ceremony. Note the recovered fuselage panel with serial no. 894
Right: Silver plaque affixed to steel cross on the grave. Photos by Cpl J.H. Johnson RCAF Photo Section Sea Island.
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In their statement, date stamped 18 Nov 52, The Board found (in part):
“The aircraft is presumed to have crashed at 1135 hours PST. The fact that Crescent Valley
Radio was unable to establish contact with 894 at 1044 hours would indicate that the pilot
was having difficulty with radio reception, quite possibly due to precipitation static.
Mitchell aircraft are well-known to be susceptible to static of this nature, obliterating all
signals.
The aircraft then presumably ran into heavy icing and not being equipped with de-icer
boots, either stalled and went down at a steep angle or entered into an uncontrollable spin
resulting in the fatal crash.”
“Information was received that as the photo detachment was ceasing operations for the
season, the purpose of the trip was to transport dependents to Calgary. The crew stayed at
the Inclon [sic] Hotel in Penticton which was managed by Mr. Knight, during the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Knight became quite friendly with the crew, entertaining and generally
showing them a good time. In view of this, it is presumed that, contrary to regulations, the
crew took them along for the ride.
It is considered that positive identification of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Knight has been made.
Mr. Knight’s wallet was found which contains a Long Service Pass Number K-15939
issued to him and his wife by the Canadian Pacific Railway. A quantity of woman’s hair
was found…The particulars of the hair and the manner in which it was worn are
substantiated by the evidence of Mr. J.A. English [witness at inquiry].”
Included in the list of ‘FINDINGS’ was the statement:
“The cause behind the crash may well have been a desperate attempt [by F/O Robertson]
to return his passengers to Penticton rather than abort the flight.”
That is an extremely likely cause, as Fred and Beulah Knight, apparently along for the ride
that was going to be just a day trip, had three young children at home and were already a
day late. Even though Vancouver was listed as an alternate destination, no attempt was
made to divert away from the icy weather.
In the aftermath of this terrible accident, the Knight’s three young children were taken in
by Mrs. Knight’s brother in Winnipeg. He made application to the Government for
assistance in raising his sister’s children. The RCAF position is illustrated in their reply to
the Deputy Minister (following photograph):
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The crash/memorial site has, in recent years, become a destination for hardy hikers,
evidenced by a number of online hiker blogs of visits to the wilderness location. The ‘2nd
Rossland Scouts’ have made the trek and included a number of photos on their Facebook
page:

Left: 2nd Rossland Scouts at the cairn and memorial cross erected by W/C Reeves and party in 1952.
Right: One of the scouts in part of the crash debris field. 4 photos by 2nd Rossland Scouts.

Left: One of RCAF 894’s engines in the debris field. Right: Hand-carved memorial of undetermined origin.

All of the information on this accident was gleaned from RCAF Aircraft Accident Report
file number C-093-894 held by Library and Archives Canada at Ottawa, Ontario.
I am immensely grateful to Carl and Elizabeth Vincent who gave so freely of their time
in locating and photographing the eighty-three pages of the above-noted file for me.
The seven RCAF members who were killed in the crash of Mitchell 894 are remembered
on Panel #4 of the Ottawa Memorial that commemorates the almost 800 men and women
who lost their lives while serving Canada and have no known grave.
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MESSERSCHMITT Me 323 ‘GIANT’
Ian Smith • the Vintage News

The German military transport aircraft of WW II, Messerschmitt Me 323 ‘Gigant’ (Giant)
was a powered variant of the Me 321 military glider and was the largest land-based
transport aircraft of the war. A total of 213 Me 323s are recorded as having been made, a
few being converted from the Me 321 glider.
The Me 323 was the result of a 1940 German requirement for a large assault glider in
preparation for Operation Sea Lion, the projected invasion of Great Britain. The DFS 230
light glider had already proven its worth in the Battle of Fort Eben-Emael in Belgium (the
first ever assault by glider-borne troops), and would later be used successfully in the
invasion of Crete in 1941.

Me 323 unloading halftracks in Tunisa Wikimedia photo

However, in order to mount an invasion across the English Channel, the Germans had to
be able to airlift vehicles and other heavy equipment as part of an initial assault wave.
Although Operation Sea Lion was canceled, the requirement for a heavy air transport
capability still existed, with the focus now on the forthcoming Operation Barbarossa, the
invasion of the Soviet Union.
On 18 October 1940, Junkers and Messerschmitt were given just 14 days to submit a
proposal for a large transport glider. The emphasis was still very much on the assault role:
the ambitious requirement was to be able to carry either an 88 mm gun and its half-track
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tractor or a Panzer IV medium tank. The Junkers Ju 322 Mammut reached prototype form
but was eventually scrapped due to difficulties in procuring the necessary high-grade
timber for its all-wood construction and, as was discovered during the Mammut’s only test
flight, an unacceptably high degree of instability inherent in the design. The proposed
Messerschmitt aircraft was originally designated Me 261w; partly borrowing the
designation of the long-range Messerschmitt Me 261 long-range aircraft, then changed to
Me 263 (later re-used for Messerschmitt’s improved rocket fighter design) and eventually
became the Me 321. Although the Me 321 saw considerable service in Russia as a transport,
it was never used for its intended role as an assault glider.
Early in 1941, as a result of feedback from Transport Command pilots in Russia, the
decision was taken to produce a motorized variant of the Me 321, to be designated Me 323.
It was decided to use French Gnome et Rhône GR14N radial engines rated at 1,180 PS
(1,164 hp, 868 kW) for take-off, as used in the Bloch MB.175 aircraft; using French
engines was thought to place no burden on Germany’s overstrained industry.

Me 323 landing in Germany WWII live photo

Initial tests were conducted using four Gnome engines attached to a strengthened Me 321
wing, which gave a modest speed of 210 km/h (130 mph) – 80 km/h (50 mph) slower than
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the Ju 52 transport aircraft. A fixed undercarriage was fitted, which comprised four small
wheels in a bogie at the front of the aircraft with six larger wheels in two lines of three at
each side of the fuselage, partly covered by an aerodynamic fairing. The rear wheels were
fitted with pneumatic brakes, and could stop the aircraft within 200 m (660 ft).
The four-engined Me 323C was merely a stepping stone to the six-engined D series; it still
required the five-engined Heinkel He 111Z Zwilling or the highly dangerous, “vic-style”
Troika-Schlepp formation of three Messerschmitt Bf 110 heavy fighters towing and
underwing-mounted Walter HWK 109-500 Starthilfe rocket assisted takeoff units to get
airborne when fully loaded, but it could return to base under its own power when empty.
This was clearly not much better than the Me 321, so the V2 prototype became the first to
have six engines and flew for the first time in early 1942, becoming the prototype for the
D series aircraft.
The selection of the six engines, and their specific placement on the wing’s leading edge,
were fitted to reduce torque – a trio of counterclockwise rotation engines mounted on the
port wing, and a trio of clockwise rotation engines on the starboard wing as seen forward
from “behind” each engine, resulting in the props rotating “away” from each other at the
tops of their arcs, as did the counter-rotating twin propellers on the Heinkel He 177.
By September 1942, Me 323s were being delivered for use in the Tunisian campaign and
entered service in the Mediterranean theater in November 1942. The high rate of loss
among Axis shipping had made necessary a huge airlift of equipment across the
Mediterranean to keep Rommel’s Afrika Korps supplied.
On 22 April 1943, a formation of 27 fully loaded Me 323s was being escorted across the
Sicilian Straits by Bf 109s of JG 27 when it was intercepted by [South African Air Force]
Spitfires and P-40s. Twenty-one of the Me 323s were lost while three of the P-40s were
shot down by the escorts.
In terms of aircraft design, the Me 323 was very resilient, and could absorb a huge amount
of enemy fire, unless loaded with barrels of fuel – the Afrika Korps‘ nicknames of
Leukoplastbomber (Elastoplast bomber) or even more derisively as the ‘adhesive tape
bomber’, were somewhat unfair. The Me 323 was something of a ‘sitting duck’, being such
a slow and large aircraft. However, no transport aircraft can ever be expected to survive
without something close to air superiority, and it is believed that no Me 323s survived in
service beyond the summer of 1944.
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Me 323 being shot down by a B-26 Marauder of the Northwest African Coastal Air Force
near Cap Corse, Corsica. Wikimedia photo

A total of 198 Me 323s were built before production ceased in April 1944. There were
several production versions, beginning with the D-1. Later D- and E- versions differed in
the choice of the power plant and in defensive armament, with improvements in structural
strength, total cargo load, and fuel capacity also being implemented. Nonetheless, the Me
323 remained significantly underpowered. There was a proposal to install six BMW 801
radials, but this never came to pass. The Me 323 was also a short-range aircraft, with a
typical range (loaded) of 1,000–1,200 km (620–750 mi). Despite this, the limited numbers
of Me 323s in service were an invaluable asset to the Germans and saw intensive use.
No complete aircraft survives, but the Luftwaffenmuseum der Bundeswehr (Air Force
Museum of the German Federal Armed Forces) near Berlin has a Me 323 main wing spar
in its collection.
A ruined but complete wreck was found in 2012, in the sea near La Maddalena, an island
near Sardinia, Italy. The aircraft lies in 200 ft (61 m) of water, about 8 nautical miles (15
km) from the coast. It was shot down by a British Bristol Beaufighter long range fighter on
July 26, 1943, enroute from Sardinia to Pistoia in Italy.
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EDITOR IN A MITCHELL
David Poissant

‘Maid in the Shade’ is a B-25J Mitchell veteran of fifteen WWII combat missions with the
USAAF in Corsica. Restored by the Commemorative Air Force Arizona Wing, her name
is a nod to the amount of time she spent in the hangar until her first post restoration flight
on 29 May 2009.
I had a ride in her 11 Aug 2018.
‘The Maid’ was on a North American tour that included six Canadian stops including
Vintage Wings of Canada in Gatineau, Québec, one of my favorite places; and VWC added
a breakfast to the event!

Maid in the Shade’s cockpit (left) and inside the nose ‘greenhouse’, where the Bomb Aimer worked.

We were called to a pre-flight safety briefing performed by Barry Riedy, a CAF Colonel,
who would be looking after us in the rear
section, behind the bomb bay. After we got to
altitude and leveled off, we could visit the tail
gun position, but there can be no moving
between front and rear sections, thanks to the
bomb bay structure that rises to about 18” from
the centre section roof; tight, and not for tourists.

Intrepid editor at starboard waist gun position.

Seated next to a .50-calibre waist machine gun,
the view was very good, not having the
distraction of watching for fighters! I was
fortunate that when my turn came for the tail
gun position, our pilot went into a simulated
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strafing run: a dive followed by steep banks to port and starboard then a climb ending with
a weightless sensation at the top. And I was looking out the back the whole time, wearing
a huge grin.

Banking to port then starboard over the Gatineau River. Note horizon lines
(which I should have kept horizontal for better effect).

The crawl-through tunnel over the bomb bay; it’s a tight squeeze!

I loved every minute of this very special ride in a very special aircraft; and I felt a little
more connected to Dad.
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